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Page 2, last sentence on page, running over to page 3s Amend to reads 

"He enumerated the several health and medical aspects of 

reproduction, amongst them congenital non -hereditary and hereditary 

disease ,sterility, hygiene of childbirth `including the relationship 

between infant mortality and the number of children in the family, 

health of the mother in relation to number of children, rtlе of 

midwife, doctor, maternity home, etc.), hygiene of marriage, etc.., to 

which medical students were introduced at the present time in modern 

medical schools." 

Page 3, first paragraph, third line from bottoms After "of the pgpulаtion" add, 

"especially the mother ". 

Page 4, second paragraphs In the third line, delete "avoided" and substitute 

"done very little to contribute to the Clarification of". 

Page 9, last lines Delete "if it were ". 

Page 10, The first two lines should read: "to agree to a secret vote it would 

require a decision by the committee, and if this were suggested he 

• would move that a roll -call vote be taken to ascertain which members 

wished to vote by secret ballot ". 

Page 16, ninth line; for "birth-control measures" read "control measures ", 
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1. CONSIDERATION OF BART II (OРÉRATING PROGRAMME) OF THE PROGRAMME •AND 
BUDGET ESTIMAТES FOR 1953; Item 6.3 of the Agenda 

Expert Committee on Health Aspects of Population Problem (document A5 /Р&B /4) 

The CHAIRMAN called on the delegate of Norway to introduce his proposal to 

establish an expert committee on health aspects of the population problem 

(document A5 /Р&В /4) 

Dr. EVANG (Norway) was grateful for the opportunity Which had been given members 

of the committee to consider the problem following the discussion which had taken 

place at the eighth meeting. 

His delegation had, for some time past, been of the opinion that the World 

Health Organization could contribute in a more active way towards finding a solution 

to the world population problem. However, the proposal made in that connexion by 

the delegation of Ceylon during the Third World Health Assembly had met with little 

support at that time. The present Health bssembly had heard a frank statement by 

the representative of the Food and Agriculture Organization, who had stated that if 

the increase in the birth rate combined with a decrease in mortality and with the 

prolongation of human life continued, naturets course would be a desperate one. 

Furthermore, the delegates of Ceylon, Thailand and Sweden, as well as certain other 

delegates, had expressed their positive interest in the matter. 

Some delegations mould no doubt request clarification regarding what was meant by 

the health aspects of the problem, and on the terms of reference of the proposed elxpert 

committee. He enumerated the several health and medical aspects of reproduction, such 

as non -hereditary and hereditary diseases, sterility, and the hygiene of childbirth 
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and marriage, to which medical students were introduced at the present time in 

modern medical schools. There was a growing realization of the extreme importance 

of those problems both for the individual and for society. He was not suggesting 

that the proposed expert committee should deal with all those aspects. However, in 

view of the particular reference to the problem by the representative of FAO, the 

World Health Organization could not disregard the matter and he consequently suggested 

that the expert committee might undertake preparatory work consisting of listing 

and defining the health aspects of the population problem for the benefit of the 

World Population Conference, as well as suggesting ways in which the Organization 

might contribute to its solution. The expert committee could also attempt to 

study a particular aspect of the problem, namely, the relationship between the rapid 

growth of population and health, with reference, for instance, to infant mortality 

and the working capacity of the population. The United Nations would thus be able 

to give the World Health Organization more precise indications for action after the 

conference had been Yld. 

He had been surprised to note that some members of the committee had shown some 

embarrassment in tackling a problem of that nature, particularly since all were in 

the msdical.profession and consequently aware that a large percentage of their 

patients presented them with problems falling in that category. If they were 

willing to help individuals, they should, also be willing to tackle, the problem on a 

broad scale. Naturally, every effort would be made to avoid, offending pertain 

susceptibilities and, in that connexion, the .statement made by Dr. Mudaliar to the 

Héalth Assembly had been most encouraging. The Organization clearly had no .. 

authority to impose its views on governments, but there should be, opportunities 

for governments to be able to approach the Organization for advice on the subject. 
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Speaking from his own limited experience, he believed the general public in somк 

countries to, be further advanced than the authorities in their views on the mаtt -�- 

and it was therefore questionable whether the Organization had the right to 

withhold knowledge from them. 

The United Nations and several of the specialized agencies were already 

dealing with the question from their respective aspects. Hitherto, however, 

the World Health .Organization had avoided the problem. The delegate of the 

United States of America had expressed some apprehension in the committee as to 

whether the Organization might not lose some goodwill by tackling the problem. 

That consideration did not appear valid, since there should be no criticism 

forthcoming if the Organization confined itself strictly to the medical and 

health aspects. He recalled that, in the past, the Organization had not shirkecd 

its task for fear of criticism in such matters as nutrition. He considered 

that on the contrary, large sections of the population and the majority of 

governments would be relieved if an organization with the standing of the 

World Health Organization took further steps in that field. 

Professor CANAPERIA (Italy) was grateful to the delegate of Norway 

for the explanations he had given in respect of the draft resolution since he 

(Professor Canaperia) had indeed entertained some ' doubts as to What the 

health aspects of the problem might be. 

Some of the aspects of the modern, medical curriculum to which the delegate 

• Norway had referred were not directly, related'to the population problem and were 

in fact, covered by other expert committees, The delegate of Norway had, however 

cited the statement made by the representative of FAO in crnnexion with the danRe' 
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constituted by a continuing increase in the birth rate, In reply, he would in 

..turn call the Cpmm.ittee ѕ attention to a passage in Pr&fessor Winslowls mono- 

graph on "The Cost of Sickness and the Price of Health" (page g0), giving the 

conclusions of FAO expert's on the рорulаt on problem - namely, that its fundamental 

solution lay in increasing the productivity of the individual by putting at his 

disposal modern scientific knowledge and the tools of modern technology. In that 

way, every individual could become a source of new wealth to his country and to the 

world, lis delegation shared the opinion expressed by the FAO experts 

The only new factor t., be taken into consideration since a similar proposal by 

the delegation of Ceylon had been rejected at the Third World Health Assembly was 

the forthcoming World Population Conference, However, since the health aspects of 

the population problem were clearly subs:.diary to its social and economic aspects, 

he сcnsidered that they might more profitably be studied by•the Organization 

following the conference, by which time t'-;e medical problems involved would have 

been more precisely defined. 

His delegation would therefore •,.рpose the draft resolutión submitted by Nórway 

and would propose hat consideration of ; be postponed until after the World 

Population Conference 

Dr, 
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Dr. Mudaliar. It was an established fact that frequent birth was indeed a cause of 

75% of the difficult cases in the gynaecological field. 

Admittedly, the population problem per se was not the direct concern of the 

World Health Organization. Nevertheless, if it were considered purely from the 

scientific and physiological point of view, the justification for the draft reso- 

lution before the committee became apparent. It was not possible to deprive people 

of the knowledge of modern techniques on the sole grounds that economic disaster might 

result. Frequent birth had disastrous consequences on the individual and on the 

family and he considered, therefore, that the education of the population not in 

birth control but in family planning by spacing births should not give grounds for 

moral or religious objections. Naturally individuals would be free to have as large 

families as they wished, but it was essential to ensure that that was done in a 

proper and safe manner, 

His delegation to the Third World Health Assembly had indeed suggested the 

establishment of an expert committee on the subject. However, he disagreed with the 

delegate of Norway on the functions of such an expert committee at the present time, 

since many useful surveys drawn up both by the Organization and by the Rockefeller 

Foundation already existed. He consequently supported the establishment of an expert 

committee but suggested that it should carry out an experimental project in a 

practical, scientific and statistical. manner; along similar lines to the project 

being carried out in India, so that an authentic study an the question could be trans- 

mitted to governments, which might thus be encouraged to take action in the matter, 

Dr. van de CALSEYDE (Belgium) said that he had listened with great interest to 

the statements made by the delegates of Norway and of Ceylon but that he could not 

fully agree with the points of view expressed. 
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The problem of over-population in several regions of the world was primarily of an 

economic and social character and only secondarily a medical problem. Tо check an in- 

crease in the birthrate would not provide a remedy to the situation since that, com- 

bined with the prolongation of the span of human life which would result as scienme 

progressed, would give rise to a situation where the world would be populated by an un- 

due number of unproductive old people and would be deprived of the necessary element of 

youth to ensure the adequate development of the industrial, agricultural and commercial 

activities of national life. Consequently, to decrease the birth rate would in fас'. 

serve to aggravate the problem. 

Reports had often appeared in the press of the destruction of surplus harvests in 

order to maintain prices on the world market. In his view FAO should direct its efforts 

towards the study of methods for increasing national production and towards the achieve- 

ment of greater international economic co- operation in that field before concerning 

itself with the possible effects of a higher standard of public health on world food 

supplies. The problem of food shortages could best be solved by introducing economic 

and social reform rather than by contemplating action which would deprive the land of 

young agricultural workers. His delegation had of course no intention of interfering 

in any way with national policies in that respect. However, it w uld be highly regrett- 

able for an international organization to be associated even to a limited extent with 

such a policy. 

His delegation considered the statement made by the United States representative 

on the subject at a previous meeting to be. most sound, and believed that it wud be 

unprofitable for the World Health Organization to study a limited aspect of the problem. 

Consequently, it could not agree with the draft resolution submitted by the delegate of 

Norway but was of the opinion that the Organization should await the termination of the 

World Population Conference before undertaking any activities in that field. The most 
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appropriate form of co- operation by the World Health Organization with the United 

Nations towards a solution of the problem would then become clear. 

He then submitted the following draft resolution, which had been approved by 

-the delegations of Italy and Lebanon: 

The Fifth World Health Assembly 

Considering that the problems resulting from over -population in certain 

regions are dominated by preponderant economic and social factors; 

Considering that the United Nations is preparing a World Population 

Conference which will examine population problems in general; 

Being of the opinion that it would obviously be useful to know the 

results of the work of this conference, which will provide a comprehensive 

view and bring out the particular aspects of the problem; 

RESOLVES that from the purely medical standpoint, population problems 

do not require any particular action on the part of WHO at the present time. 

Dr. HOJER (Sweden) agreed with the delegate of Belgium that the population pro- 

blew was mainly social and economic in character and therefore constituted principally 

the responsibility of the United Nations and of other specialized agencies. However, 

at the present stage, it was nevertheless essential for the World Health Organization 

to take the necessary measures to meet its responsibilities in• respect of the medical 

aspect of the problem. He would therefore support the Norwegian draft resolution. 

He recalled the discussions which had preceded the voting on the similar proposal 

submitted by Ceylon at the Third World Health Assembly, when certain delegates had shorn 

a certain diffidence in coming to a vote on the subject, and he therefore proposed that. 

a vote should be taken by secret ballot in accordance with Rule 63 of the Rules of 

Procedure . 

Dr. HAYEK (Lebanon) did not think it appropriate for the question to be studied 

in detail at the present time and invited the committee to adopt the proposal submitted 
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by the Belgian delegation, which wag in keeping with the statement made by the delegate 

of the United States at the eighth meeting. He urged members to support the suggestion 

to defer the establishment of the expert committee until the Sixth Health Assembly had 

been informed of the conclusions of the World Population Conference. 

Speaking from his own experience as head of a gynaecological and obstetrical clinic, 

he considered that no sound reasons existed at the present time to justify, from a 

medical point of view, the establishment of an expert committee by the Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN announced that, following the proposal made by the delegate of 

Sweden, he would put the Norwegian draft resolution to the vete by secret ballot in 

accordance with Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure. 

Professor CANAFERIA (Italy), on a point of order, said he would not oppose the 

Swedish proposal, However, with respect to that delegate's remarks concerning the pro- 

posal submitted by the delegation of Ceylon at the Third World Health Assembly, he 

observed that the official record of the relevant et[.й ‚Officiai Records N0�-'28) 

page 234) showed that the proposal had been rejected by 30 votes to 1 with 5 abstentions 

(;he delegate of Ceylon clearly having voted in favour of his own proposal. 

Dr..HOJER (Sweden) explained that he had been speaking from memory without having 

consulted the official record of the meeting. However, he recalled that certain e 

delegates had in fact found themselves in an embarrassing position when a vote came to 

be taken and he would therefore maintain his proposal to vote by secret ballot. 

Dr. MACKENZIE (United Kingdom) considered that in view of the fact that delegates 

present were representing their governments rather than expressing their personal 

Views, it would not be desirable to take a vote by secret ballot. However, if it were 
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decided to do so, he would move that a roll -call vote be taken to ascertain which 

members wished to vote by secret ballot, 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the committee favoured the United Kingdom's motion 

aid whether it wished to have a secret ballot. 

Dr, PANDIT (India) did not feel that the cammitteels discussion had yet reached 

the stage where a secret ballot should be taken. He would, therefore, request the 

Chairman to allow delegates to continue with the discussion; something might well 

emerge from the debate which would make a secret ballot unnecessary. 

Dr. 1CSJER (Sweden) agreed with the delegate of India and thought that the 

question should be reconsidered when the debate was properly ended. 

The CHAIRMAN then directed that the general discussion be continued. 

Dr. de la GARZA BRITO (Mexico) considered that there ware in fact two questions 

relating to the health aspects of population problems. It was first necessary to 

consider the principles underlying any study of the problem, and secondly, each 

country had to take whatever measures it considered necessary to solve the problems 

according to its own customs and laws. 

The question was one which might well injure national susceptibilities, but the 

Mexican delegation considered that it was of such importance that it should be faced 

squarely and without prejudice. His delegation therefore approved the idea of 

setting up an expert committee such as had been proposed by the Norwegian delegate. 

Dr. PANDIT (India) wished to express the Indian delegation's gratitude to the 

Norwegian delegate for having raised the important question under discussion and 

having given India an opportunity to express its point of view. For India, the 

problem was quite simply that of over population. The representative of the Food 
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and Agriculture Organization had in a plenary meeting given a pointed warning of the 

disasters which might follow if serious attention was not paid to that problem. Much the 

same point of view had been expressed by an Indian expert, who had said that if nothing 

was done the problem would solve itself within the next 20 years by nature rs own ways 

and in a disastrous manner. The question of overpopulation in India 'was indissolubly 

юund to that of malnutrition. The Indian Government was taking measures to increase 

food supplies, but if the population continued to :аultiply at its present rate, the time 

might come when a mere increase of food would not be sufficient. Adding to the diffi- 

culties were the activities of WHO in India. Malaria -control projects, for instance, 

increased the health, and with the health the hunger, of the population. He certainly 

Wauld not suggest that such projects should be stopped, but rather that their consequences 

be squarely faced. 

The Norwegian delegate had referred to a number of health aspects of the 

pc pulation problem but only in passing to the main problem, that of spacing children 

and of adopting control methods. Those were problems Which had to be studied immedia- 

tеLy bооа'isе, before the effects of social and economic betterment and of an increased 

standard of living became felt, the population would have grown, and the problem might 

get completely out of control. 

The Indian government had not yet adopted any positive policy on the question, 

ho r was it asking other countries to commit themselves to any direct action. But 

hia'ia lacked technical guidance, and it felt that the proposed expert committee 

might be able to provide that. It should be set up with the aim of acquiring know- 

leAgе, of taking stock of the existing situation,:, and of suggesting ways and means by 

which the problem could be tackled by countries that so desired. , It could also well 

Consider the very important point raised by the Belgian delegate, that of сhахgеѕ in 

population structure. He could not see where the health aspects of the problem 

41ould be discussed if not in an expert committee; for there was much to be done, 
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There vas, for instance, scope for much research in India, with its diversity of food 

habits, into the fundamental problem of human reproduction. f work recently 

published in his country had shown that an injection of an extract of one of the 

common Indian pulses would lead to prevention of conception. That factor was 

diametrically opposed to the vitamin E factor, a vitamin which was so richly found in 

the Indian diet, 

In conclusion, he considered that the committee would be not only wrong but also 

failing in its duty if it did not support the Norwegian proposal. 

Dr. liacCORMACK '(Ireland) stated that the Irish delegation supported the Belgian 

proposal and appreciated the Belgian delegatets clear and restrained presentation, 

He would at the same time assure those countries who were beset with population 

problems that they had Irelandts deepest sympathy. It was in the pli cation of 

methods to solve those problems that his delegation differed with some other. Hе 

would agree with the Belgian delegation that the proper solution was through economic 

social and educational remedies. Birth control represented an empirical approach to 

the problem which was liable to lead to abuses and to undesirable physiological and 

psychological results. 

He had heard the delegate of Ceylon with interest, but he was still not persuadеcl 

that the establishment of an expert committee was necessary for the solution of the 4, 

difficulties mentioned. To set up such a committee at the present stage would be 

premature; and to take a line objectionable to many delegations present at the 

Assembly might give rise to considerable opposition. 

Any country was, of course, free to apply what remedies it chose to population 

problems; no other country could object, provided that the financial and other 
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assistance of WHO was not sought in carrying out population- control programmes. 

Finally, if through the establishment of an expert committee, WHO should at any 

time have an international birth -control programme included in its official programme, 

that might result in the loss not only of goodwill but also of Members; for some 

governments might be forced into a position where they would have to withdraw from WHO. 

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) regretted that there was no opportunity for a full 

debate on the problem of overpopulation as his delegation would have liked to have made 

a number of remarks upon it, In view of the circumstances, however, he would confine 

himself to the matter of the establishment of an expert committee. 

There was a considerable difference of opinion in the committee, but there seemed 

0.e be agreement on three points. First, it seemed agreed that there would be a world 

population conference; secondly, Viii would have to participate in that conference; 

and, thirdly, the problem of overpopulation was of the utmost importance and serious - 

hess. It was clear that WHO should prepare as well 'as possible for its participation 

to that forthcoming conference. As he'had.remarked at ea previous meeting, it might be 

better to establish the expert committee when the opinion of the United Nations and of 

ehe other specialized agencies was known, i.e. after the world population conference had 

heen held. On the other hand it was difficult for WHO to prepare its participation 

without the guidance of an expert committee. The Netherlands delegation had carefully 

considered those two aspects of the problem and had concluded that if an expert com- 

g',ittee could be set up which could be guaranteed to facilitate WНO's participation in 

Ehe conference, that solution should be adopted. 

He recalled, however, that the composition and the work of expert committees had 

sometimes been justly criticized. With regard to composition, therefore, he would 

saggest that in establishing the expert committee account should be taken of the 
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divergence of opinion which was based on differing ideologies. As to the committeet, 

work, its terms of reference should clearly state that it should confine itself to the 

socio- medical aspects of the problem. He would therefore ask the Norwegian delegate` 

he was ready to accept amendment of his draft resolution in the light 'of those remarks- 

• 

Dr. REGАL1 (Philippines) noted that certain delegates seemed to have some doubts 

to whether there were in fact any health aspects to population problems and, if there 

were, as to whether H0 should interest itself in them. However, the'Norwegian dеlete 

had enumerated a number of those aspects, and in view of the declaration of principles 

contained in TлIO s Constitution, particularly that which stated that health was a stay 

of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease 

or infirmity, he considered it clear that VIII shóuld deal with those aspects, and that 

the Norwegian proposal should be carried. 

He appreciated the expressions of sympathy voiced by some delegates, but hoped that 

they could go beyond giving sympathy and lend the assistance of their efforts. 

Dr. CLAVERO (Spain) recalled that the population problem had already been raised 

years previously; at the current Health Assembly, however, the question was somewhat 

more urgent, since a world population conference was to be convened. It was, however 

for that conference to decide what the problems were and to indicate which were those 

be dealt with by [HO; and it might appear that a number of them were not within the 

scope of VIII at all„ 

He believed that the questions mentioned by the delegate of Norway were rather of 

secondary nature, the main problem being that of limiting the population. It was quikk 

true that underfed populations were more fertile than others, but' it would be very pessi- 

mistic to deal with that problem by reducing the number of births. The WHO monograph 
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entitled, ''The Cost of Sickness and the Price of Health", had clearly shown that sick- 

ness led to poverty, -While poverty in turn engendered sickness; however, the question 

of poverty was one which had to be dealt with by economists and not by doctors. The 

Belgian delegate had shown that birth- control methods in fact never resulted in a real 

decrease in the population, and furthermore, a number of specialists, particularly in 

the United States of America, considered that there was a population limit in each 

country which was never surpassed. 

It could not, of course, be denied that overpopulation existed, but that was 

largely due, to an uneven distribution of the food and the people of the world. It 

eras therefore a problem which could be solved by a more even distribution; that again 

eras not a matter for Z1H0. 

Finally he stated that the Spanish delegation strongly supported the Belgian 

Proposal opposing the establishment of an expert committee. 

Dr. Е GLER (Panama) recalled that the matter before the committee was the establish- 

ment of an expert committee to consider the health aspects of the population problem. 

in previous discussions on the establishment of expert committees, the argument had been 

advanced that they should be set up only if the contribution to scientific knowledge 

warranted the expense. The same argument could be applied to the case under discussion. 

Re very much doubted whether the results of the committee's work would balance the 

emotional upheaval that would ensue. 

Dr. VЛRGAS-- NENDEZ (Costa Rica) recalled that the United States delegate had 

called attention to the complexity of the problem underddiscussion. The 

remarks. of subsequent speakers had proved how right he had been. The population 
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problem involved political, economic, social and moral factors. If the 

United 1ations decided that a world population conference should be held, 

then it would be logical to wait until after that conference before deciding 

what action WHO should undertake. The purpose of WHO was to solve health 

problems for the benefit of humanity and to improve the wellbeing of man in 

all fields. But it was not for the Organization to decide whether there 

was a surplus population, or whether it should be reduced. What would have 

happened if the United States of America had decided that its population was 

growing at an alarming rate, and had adopted birth -control measures to 

avoid that? Would the under -developed countries of the world now be able to 

benefit by the assistance which the United States was able to give them as 

a result of having organized its population in such a way that it became 

a source of ever- greater production? 

Finally, he would ask the committee to bear the human factor in mind 

and to remember that the right to conserve human life was above all ideologies. 

For that reason he would very strongly support the Belgian proposal. 

Dr. AUJA EU (France) stated the French delegation fully understood the 

problems of countries suffering from overpopulation and felt that those 

problems should be faced. However, it did not understand why WHO should be 

asked to take a position on the principle involved. It was not basically 

a health problem, although the methods which might be used to solve it would 

be based on medical or physiological factors. In all other respects the 

problem was an economic, social, political and ideological one. Consequently, 
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he considered that the United Nations should take the decision. If it 

thought that the problem could be solved, it should say how; and only then 

- should WHO become involved. For those reasons the French delegation agreed 

with those of Belgium and Italy. 

In the meanwhile, countries suffering from overpopulation could take 

action on their own and could easily obtain for themselves the necessary 

information on methods which, to say the least, were of uncertain effectiveness. 

Finally, he was strongly opposed to any secret vote, considering rather 

that each delegation should give its opinion frankly and openly. 

The CHAIRIAN announced that the discussion on the subject would be continued 

at the next meeting of the committee. 

2. TIMET1iBLE OF THE COítiL�gTTTEE + S WORK 

Dr. C AR, Secretary, recalled that the timetable adopted by the Health 

Assembly provided for discussion of item 6.3 to end with the committee's 

twelfth meeting and for the Appropriation Resolution to be considered in 

the morning of Monday, 19 May. As it was clear that that timetable could 

not be met, the fact would be reported to the General Committee, which would 

have to provide a revised timetable. 

The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m. 


